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"What do you want to talk about?' Yu Qi asked when they were sitting in front of each other. 

-n0ve1、com "Yu Qi, you are Shu Xian's family member right?" Su Ziqing asked back. 

Yu Qi nodded. 

"Then, can you tell me, what is the percentage of me going to be his wife?" Su Ziqing threw the question 

to Yu Qi. 

"Zero percentage." Yu Qi gave a quick answer. 

"So quick." Su Ziqing commented. 

"Well, that is my thought." Yu Qi was being honest. 

"So, you think I don't match him at all?" Su Ziqing sighed. 

"Well, I am telling you right now for your own sake. Brother Shu Xian likes someone else." Yu Qi decided 

to tell Su Ziqing. 

"What? Really? Who?" Su Ziqing looked at Yu Qi. 

"Well, she comes from his hometown. I don't know her very well. But to be honest, his family like it if he 

gets married to someone from his hometown." Yu Qi said. 

That part, she was not lying. The family preferred for him to get married to another cultivator. 

"So, is this over?" Su Ziqing mumbled. 

Without her notice, the tears flew down her cheek. She realized when she felt wet on her face. 

"What... I am crying..." Su Ziqing kept laughing. 

Yu Qi sighed. She patted Su Ziqing's shoulder softly several times to comfort Su Ziqing. It seemed that Su 

Ziqing really liked Dian Shu Xian. But they could not be together. 

Dian Shu Xian just treated Su Ziqing like a normal co-worker. Nothing more, nothing less. 

"I need some break." Su Ziqing said. 

"Sure. You can take the days off." Yu Qi nodded. 

It was better for Su Ziqing to stay away from here. She needed time to absorb everything. After she was 

done, Yu Qi knew that she would be fine. 

.... 

Yu Qi was about to head home when suddenly she got an emergency call from the nurse who had taken 

care of Old Man Wong. 



She knew it was an emergency call because the nurse would not call her at a time like this. She did not 

step into the vehicles yet. So, she rushed back to the hospital and went straight away to Old Man 

Wong's room. 

Wong Nanyi was worried by his father who suddenly acted weirdly. His father's body started to twitch 

horribly. He helped the nurse to hold his father's body, preventing his father from falling from the bed. 

"Call other nurses to help. Mr. Wong, and Mrs. Wong, please step aside." Yu Qi ordered. 

The nurses called her colleagues to help out. Old Man Wong was twitching so hard. She narrowed her 

eyes. 

Someone sabotaged her treatment, making Old Man Wong became unstable. 

"Inject 0.5 mg/kg of midazolam." Yu Qi ordered. 

The nurse prepared the sedative but because Old Man Wong moved so much, it was not easy for the 

nurse to inject the sedative. 

Seeing this situation, Yu Qi increased her strength in holding Old Man Wong's body. After that, the nurse 

successfully injected the sedative into Old Man Wong's body. 

Everyone was relieved seeing Old Man Wong finally stop moving. He was sleeping. That midazolam was 

very helpful. 

Not Yu Qi, she did not feel relieved at all. She quickly took a reading pulse on Old Man Wong. She 

frowned. 

"Take the blood sample. Bring it to the blood test."  Yu Qi ordered. 

The nurse quickly did what Yu Qi asked. The nurse rushed out and almost collided with the Wong Couple 

who had been waiting outside. 

When the door was opened, the couple looked inside. The nurse bowed and left. They entered the 

room. 

"Doctor Yu Qi, what's wrong with my father?" Wong Nanyi asked. 

"I gave him a sedative. He would be sleeping for about six hours. So, he is fine for now." Yu Qi explained 

Old Man Wong's condition. 

"So, why does my father suddenly act like that?" Wong Nanyi wanted to know the reason. 

"Well, I suspect someone injects something into your father's body that causes that kind of situation. 

But it is my suspicion. It will be clear when the result of the blood test comes out later." Yu Qi said. 

"What? You mean someone was messing with my father's body?" Wong Nanyi was shocked. Then it 

turned into anger. "How dare they mess with my father at times like this?" 

"Do you suspect someone?" Yu Qi looked at Wong Nanyi. 

"Well, we as businessmen have a lot of people who want to drag my father and me down. It is probably 

them." Wong Nanyi suggested. 



"I see." Yu Qi nodded several times. "Better to hire some bodyguards." 

"I will work on it." Wong Nanyi also thought of the idea. Since Doctor Yu Qi already suggested that, he 

would follow the suggestion. 

"Anyway, let's wait until the blood test comes out first." Yu Qi said. 

"Thank you, Doctor Yu Qi." Wong Nanyi bowed down. 

"It is nothing. Your father is my patient. I am doing what I need to do." Yu Qi waved her hand. "I will stay 

here for tonight." 

It was better to stand by here. 

"We too." Wong Nanyi said. 

From the beginning, Cui Ying did not say anything. She was silent beside Wong Nanyi. Yu Qi did not care 

about her at all. 

She texted Ming Yue that she would not return home for tonight. So, there was no need for Ming Yue to 

prepare dinner for her. 
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Yu Qi stayed awake watching Old Man Wong. She did not have anything to do other than wait for the 

blood test. She asked someone to bring her laptop here. 

Someone must come here and inject the substance into Old Man Wong's body. The substance could not 

go in by itself. Yu Qi looked around. This was the VVIP room. There should be CCTV cameras somewhere 

around. 

Yu Qi decided to look at the security system of the hospital. The system was very easy, and could not 

stop her from entering the system in a minute. If the technical team knew about this, they would be 

devastated. 

There were about five cameras around the room. Three cameras were outside and two of them were 

inside. Yu Qi chose one of the inside cameras and watched the footage. She chose the time after she 

treated Old Man Wong this morning. 

She fast-forwarded the footage. On the day, she found nothing suspicious. However, around 7 p.m., 

someone suspicious came into the room. She was wearing a nurse uniform and a mask, hiding her face. 

She bowed to Wong Nanyi. She checked Old Man Wong's condition like a professional. Once Wong 

Nanyi turned around, she brought out a syringe. Yu Qi narrowed her eyes when she saw that. Her 

suspicion was correct. 

However, she knew the suspicious nurse already left. It was impossible to track her whereabouts. She 

closed the footage. 

"Mr. Wong." Yu Qi called Wong Nanyi. 

"Yes?" Wong Nanyi looked at Yu Qi. 



"Someone came over around 7 p.m., right?" Yu Qi wanted confirmation. 

Wong Nanyi thought about that for a second. He then remembered that. Indeed, a nurse wearing a 

mask came. He did not suspect anything and let the nurse do her job. 

"You mean?" Wong Nanyi was not an idiot. He immediately understood what Yu Qi wanted to say. 

"Yeah." Yu Qi nodded. 

"How do you know about that?" Cui Ying suddenly asked. 

"You are asking me how I know that nurse did it?" Yu Qi smiled. 

"Yes." Cui Ying felt uncomfortable seeing Yu Qi smile like that. 

"Because I watched the footage." Yu Qi showed them the footage. 

Both husband and wife watched the footage. 

"That nurse is really the one." Wong Nanyi fisted his hand. He began to blame himself. "I did not suspect 

anything. If only I watched my father properly." 

"How did you get this video?" Cui Ying asked. 

"I got it from the security team, of course." Yu Qi answered. 

"I don't know we have CCTV cameras around here." Cui Ying said. 

"Mrs. Wong, this is the VVIP room. It will be weird if there were no CCTV cameras around. But I feel Mrs. 

Wong seems to be distracted by the CCTV cameras. Why is that?" Yu Qi narrowed her eyes. 

Cui Ying just smiled. "Nothing. I am just asking. That's all." She turned her attention to her husband and 

comforted him. 

Yu Qi narrowed her eyes. Well, she did not have the evidence but she felt that Cui Ying was also involved 

in this incident too. She did not care about their family's matter but this included her patient and the 

hospital too. 

Around 5 a.m. the nurse brought the blood test result to Yu Qi. She took the result and read them. As 

she expected, there was baclofen in the body. And it was above the allowed amount that should be in 

the human body. 

"How is the result?" Wong Nanyi asked. 

"As I suspect, someone injected baclofen into your father's body and it was in large quantity." Yu Qi 

explained. 

"Is my father in danger?" Wong Nanyi asked again. 

"No. Luckily we found out early, otherwise, your father's brain would have died. Don't worry. We will 

treat your father along with the poison treatment. The poison treatment still needs to be continued. If 

we stop now, everything we have done before would be ruined." Yu Qi stated the truth. 

"Yes. Please continue the treatment." Wong Nanyi said. 



"Before that, we need to tighten the security around this area first. I will discuss with my uncle about 

this. The doctors and nurses would be identified before entering this room." Yu Qi mentioned the plan. 

"My bodyguards will take care of it." Wong Nanyi said. 

"It is already 6 a.m. I will go and refresh myself before coming back for the treatment." Yu Qi excused 

herself. 

Yu Qi passed Cui Ying. Their eyes met each other. Yu Qi left the room. As Wong Nanyi said earlier, 

outside the room was full of bodyguards. The nurse who followed Yu Qi was startled when she saw 

them. They looked scary. 

They glanced at Yu Qi and the nurse. The nurse kept a close distance between her and Yu Qi. She almost 

grabbed Yu Qi out of afraid. 

Yu Qi noticed her feeling and grabbed her hand. "Don't worry. Let's go from here." Yu Qi smiled. 

The nurse saw the smile, enchanted by the smile. "Yes, Doctor Yu Qi." 

The bodyguards who also saw the smile thought the doctor was a very beautiful person. 

Yu Qi went to the cafe to grab something to eat. Then she came across Tang Qin Hao. 

-n0ve1、com "Morning, Brother Qin Hao." Yu Qi went to greet Tang Qin Hao. 

"You are here meaning you are also on-call, am I right?" Tang Qin Hao presumed. 

"Yeah. Something happened to my patient last night. Some idiot snuck in and injected Baclofen into my 

patient's body in a large amount. I stayed up treating him." Yu Qi sighed. 
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"What? How did that happen? You need to tell the management." Tang Qin Hao stated. 

"I know. I am planning to do it later. First, I need to eat. I am super duper hungry. I already skipped 

dinner last night." Yu Qi patted her stomach. 

"Okay... Let's have breakfast together." Tang Qin Hao said. 

"You have not returned home for a while now. You should go home and spend some time with your 

twin brother and sister." Yu Qi said. 

"I am busy. I will return when I have time." Tang Qin Hao put the food in his mouth. 

"Oh, you two are here too." A familiar voice came and greeted them. 

They did not need to see the person. They also knew him. 

"You are on call too, Little Sis?" Tang Jin Wei sat beside Yu Qi. 

"Something needed my care. So, I couldn't leave." Yu Qi said. 



The three siblings were eating together getting attention from others. Some of them even took pictures 

of them. They even mentioned, if Tang Han Lee was there, it would be a complete picture of the Tang 

Siblings. 

After eating, they went their separate ways. Yu Qi went to the management to talk about yesterday's 

incident. It was a serious matter. Someone snuck into the hospital, disguised as a nurse, and harmed a 

patient. 

Her uncles took a serious look into the matter. Yu Qi also asked permission for Wong Nanyi to empower 

his bodyguards. Her uncle did not have any problem with that as long as the bodyguards did not disturb 

others. 

Yu Qi also got advice from Tang Jung Wen. 

"You also need to be careful. Their enemy wants him to suffer and die. But you saved him. The other 

side must be angry at you too. So, be aware and protect yourself." Tang Jung Wen stated. 

"Thank you, uncle." Yu Qi nodded. 

..... 

After treating Old Man Wong, Yu Qi stayed in her room. She also told the nurse that she would not 

accept patients now. She wanted to take a break for 2 hours. 

Well, she would enter the space to get a longer break. 2 hours equal to 6 hours in the space. It should be 

enough for her to get some sleep. 

She managed to sleep for 4 hours. After taking a bath, she came out of the space. 

She immediately got a call from Chui Mei Fung. 

"Sister Mei Fung, what is it?" Yu Qi asked right now. 

"Miss Yu Qi, that man came again." Chui Mei Fung stated. 

"Who?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Wang Qui. The one who wants to buy our place." Chui Mei Fung reminded Yu Qi about that man. 

"Oh, that man? Did he do something?" Yu Qi had a bad feeling about this. 

"Yes. Miss Yu Qi, to be honest, many of our customers had cancelled their bookings for the past weeks. 

At first, I thought it was a normal thing since only one, or two customers cancelled. But now a lot of 

them cancelled. When I called and asked the reason, they told us that someone told them that our 

ryokan had been closed. Someone spread a rumour about our ryokan being closed. Then I went to 

investigate..." Chui Mei Fung could not finish her sentence. 

"That man came and asked to sell the place since no one was interested to come there, am I right?" Yu 

Qi guessed. 

"Yes..." Chui Mei Fung admitted. 



"That bastard!" Yu Qi smeared. She took a deep breath. "So, do you have customers to serve right 

now?" 

"No." Chui Mei Fung said. 

"Then, give everyone a week off. I will handle the matter from now on." Yu Qi gritted her teeth. 

"Are you sure?" Chui Mei Fung asked. 

"Yeah. Don't worry about that. You can take a week's break." Yu Qi replied. 

"Okay. Take care." Chui Mei Fung finished the conversation. 

"These bastards want to play a game with me. Then I should respond as you wish. First, let's take care of 

that bastard, Wang Qui." Yu Qi displayed an evil grin. 

She wanted to go to Tiantang Research Center. Neko-chan must be bored. She would bring Neko-chan 

to play again. 

After that, she went to Old Man Wong's ward. The security had been tightened greatly. 

Before Yu Qi could enter the ward, she would be surrounded by tough-looking bodyguards. Wong Nanyi 

opened the door when the bodyguard knocked on the door. 

Wong Nanyi looked at Yu Qi and nodded to the bodyguard. Then the bodyguards paved a way for Yu Qi 

to enter the ward. 

"Is your father awake?" Yu Qi asked. 

"No. He has been sleeping since this afternoon." Wong Nanyi responded. 

"Good. I will come over tomorrow. Oh, before I forget, please tell your bodyguards not to surround 

people like that. Some of our nurses are timid people." Yu Qi stopped and commented on the 

bodyguards. 

"Yes." Wong Nanyi nodded. 

Yu Qi left the ward and wanted to walk out of the hospital. However, she could not do so because she 

saw a code brown. Meaning there was an emergency. Many patients came to the emergency 

department. 

It must be some kind of accident that hurt a lot of people. She stopped and rushed back into the 

hospital. At a time like this, the emergency department probably needed extra hands. 

When she arrived at the emergency department, everyone already rushed to transfer patients from the 

ambulance vans. 
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"I will handle this patient." Yu Qi told the nurse who pushed the patient. 

"Thank you, Doctor Yu Qi." The nurse quickly rushed to another person. 



As expected, the emergency department lacked manpower. She was relieved that she made the 

decision to turn around and help them. 

This was caused by a traffic accident. The bus crashed into a car. The car driver was declared dead when 

he arrived at the hospital. 

The bus passengers were injured, not dead. However, two of them were seriously injured. They had 

been in the surgery rooms for quite some time. 

Others than those two, the passengers were slightly injured. 

Yu Qi already finished the treatment of the last injured one. 

"Doctor Yu Qi, thank you for helping our department." A doctor from the emergency department 

thanked Yu Qi. 

"It is okay. I have the time." Yu Qi said. 

While they were talking, Yu Qi got a caller from Wong Nanyi. 

"Yes, what is it?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Doctor Yu Qi, we caught someone. He tried to sneak into my father's room." Wong Nanyi informed Yu 

Qi. 

"Really? You should know what to do with him. I will not interfere." Yu Qi stated. 

"I see." Wong Nanyi said. 

The conversation ended.  Yu Qi did not care about the man. Wong Nanyi already caught the man. Wong 

Nanyi should know what he needed to do. 

It was already late in the evening. She still had things to do with the research team. So, she called Ming 

Yue to tell her that she would not be returned home for tonight too. 

"Do you want to become like your Brother Qin Hao?" Ming Yue asked. 

Yu Qi only could laugh. 

"Okay... Okay... I know you are busy but remember to eat dinner and rest, okay?" Ming Yue sighed while 

reminding Yu Qi to take care of herself. 

"Don't worry Auntie Ming Yue." Yu Qi said. 

The call ended. Yu Qi walked to the research center. 

"Neko-chan, let's go and play." Yu Qi told Neko-chan. 

"Play? Like before?" Neko-chan's eyes lifted up. 

"Yeah... Someone will join you later." Yu Qi smiled. 

"Yeah. Let's have fun together." Neko-chan jumped around the screen. 

Yu Qi began to sit in front of the computer. She messaged Han Baise. 



Q: Shiro, I have work for you. 

Shiro: What work? 

Q: Check through the Saisei Ryokan Website. Someone is watching the website. Hmm... You should try 

to make a booking. See if someone contacts you later. 

Shiro: Sure. I will do it. 

Q: Oh, someone will accompany you later. Be friends with her. 

Shiro: Do you hire another hacker? A girl? 

Q: What? You seem to be excited. 

Shiro: Well, not many women work as a hacker. 

Q: Well, it is a female. 

Shiro: Oh... What is her name? 

Q: Neko-chan. 

Shiro: Neko-chan? Her name is a cat? 

Q: Yeah. She likes it. By the way, you can do whatever you want for those people. Don't be so soft. 

Shiro: I understand. 

Yu Qi looked at Neko-chan. 

"Neko-chan, you can go and help Shiro." Yu Qi said. 

"Aye Aye... Captain..." Neko-chan saluted Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi had her work to do. Wang Qui. He needed some lessons. 

A man like him probably had some weakness that she could use. He dared to touch her thing. Yu Qi 

hacked into Wang Qui's work computer and personal laptop. 

It seemed the work computer was quite clean. He did not put anything personal into the work 

computer. But it was different from the personal laptop. 

Wang Qui did not protect his file very well. He thought it was enough by putting the password on his 

personal laptop. Yu Qi found a lot of things that she could use to attack Wang Qui. 

Wang Qui seemed to embezzle money from the company that he owned. He had been embezzling 

money for 5 years ago since he got a position as a hotel manager at Binhai Nation. 

Wang Qui also did some tax evasion. It was a serious offense to Binhai Nation's law. Even the ministers 

could not avoid that. 

Not only that he offered a service to people with power and money. Well, she was talking about that 

kind of service. 



The people with power and money would be offered a room and women. Meaning he was trafficking 

women for sex services. 

"This man is a scumbag." Yu Qi gritted her teeth. 

She extracted all the information into her laptop. She did not want to wait until tomorrow. She needed 

to ruin Wang Qui herself tonight. 

She looked into the owner of the hotel that Wang Qui worked with. The owner's name was Fujiwara 

Sakaki. He was 50 years old this year. He was the one who told Wang Qui to acquire Saisei Ryokan. 

She knew that the idea to sabotage Saisei Ryokan must be from this man too. She sneered. Fujiwara 

Sakaki was very nice to Wang Qui. Then that relationship needed some cracks. 

Even though they were in a good relationship, no one could stand it if someone wanted to steal money 

from them. She wanted to see whether the relationship was very good or not. 

"Master... I am really having fun here." Neko-chan said. 

"Really? What is the situation over here?" Yu Qi wanted to know. 

"They have around 5 people. They want to know me." Neko-chan grinned. 

"Then, did you give a good introduction about yourself?" Yu Qi smiled. 
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"Of course, I introduced myself to them properly. I even send a picture of myself to them but 

unfortunately, they did not believe me." Neko-chan showed a sad expression on her face. Then she 

changed into a happy expression. "Then, I exposed the secret of one of them. They immediately bowed 

down to me." 

Neko-chan showed a peace symbol using her cat's hand. 

Yu Qi laughed. "How's about Han Baise?" 

"Expected my master's subordinate. But he is not so great compared to me." Neko-chan grinned. 

Then Han Baise messaged her. 

Shiro: Miss, as you expected. They called me right away after I placed the booking. They told me that the 

hotel had been closed due to severe management problems. They even refund the money to me. 

Q: They really did it. 

Shiro: But they had been taught by Neko-chan. Miss, she is a really great hacker. Can you introduce her 

to me? 

Q: You want to get to know her? 

Shiro: Yes. 

Q: I will let you meet her. But don't be too disappointed later. 



Shiro: Thank you. 

Han Baise did not think much about Yu Qi's last word. He was happy to get to know an excellent female 

hacker. 

"Neko-chan, go and introduce yourself to Shiro. He works under me. Be more courteous." Yu Qi said. 

"Oh. Okay. I will be courtesy toward him." Neko-chan smiled. 

Yu Qi sent an email about Wang Qui to Fujiwara Sakaki. It was morning at his place. So, he might be at 

his workplace. 

Yes, as Yu Qi expected, Fujiwara Sakaki was at his workplace. He was doing his work. Out of a sudden, he 

got a notification of a new email from his personal mailbox. Not many knew about his personal email. 

He looked up the email address. However, it just stated 'Unknown'. He narrowed his eyes thinking that 

this must be aimed at him. But the title of the email captured his interest. 

IS YOUR SUBORDINATE A GOOD PERSON? 

He owned a chain hotel. Of course, he had a lot of people working under him. So, he did not know which 

subordinate this email was about. 

Well, to be honest, he knew that some of his employers have some dirt on them but he did not care 

much. As long as it was not affecting his business. 

He also hesitated to click on the email. Afraid that this email contained some virus. 

After a thought, he decided to open the email. Once he opened the email, he saw a picture of a man 

accompanied by a sexy woman. It seemed they were about to get intimate with each other. It was 

followed by a caption. 

'Your subordinate, Wang Qui.' 

'I know you must be confused as to why I sent the picture of Wang Qui and who-knows-woman. But it is 

not the only point. If you want to know more, you can click on the file that I attached for you. If you 

don't open it, I will make sure to send another email. If you don't open the file that I attached for three 

days, you will regret it. Don't worry that the file does not contain any virus. You can ask someone to 

check it for you. So, make sure you open the file, all right? 

It was written in the email. Wang Qui was indeed his subordinate. He was assigned to manage the 

branch hotel at Binhai Nation. Wang Qui helped him before. That was why he placed him in a high 

position. 

He clicked on the telecom button and called his secretary. "Tell Minato to come to my office." 

"Yes, Fujiwara-sama." The secretary replied. 

Even though the sender said there was no virus on the file, he needed to be careful. He also wanted 

Minato to check whether the virus already spread or not the moment he opened the file. 

Minato came over. 



"Fujiwara-san, what do you want me to do?" Minato asked. 

Minato was an IT expert that Fujiwara Sakaki hired. In other meaning, he was a hacker. 

"Someone send a file to my personal email. I want you to check whether there is a virus in the file or 

not. At the same time, find out who sent the email to me." Fujiwara Sakaki ordered. 

Minato took a look at the email. He immediately did his work by checking the file. As the email stated, 

the file was clear without any virus. 

"The file is clear. You can open it." Minato stated. 

"How about the email? Did you find out who sent it?" Fujiwara Sakaki asked. 

"Unfortunately, this email was sent by a hacker. It seems he is more skilled than me." Minato said. 

He did not lie. It was the truth. He tried to find the path but it led him to nowhere. Meaning the sender 

was indeed more skilled than him. He was also clever. After seeing it got him nowhere, he retreated his 

path. He did not dare to fight with such a powerful hacker. 

On Yu Qi's side, she already predicted that Fujiwara Sakaki had someone that would be checking on her. 

So, she already made the email undetectable. So, whoever tried to find out about her, would reach 

nowhere. 

Yu Qi was sure that Fujiwara Sakaki would open the file that she sent in the email. Fujiwara Sakaki was a 

cautious person. He would like to control everything in his hand. Of course, he disliked something which 

out of his hand. So, he would open the file for sure. 
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After Minato left his office, Fujiwara Sakaki opened the file. He slowly read the information written in 

the file. The longer he read the information, the bigger the anger he felt. 

In the file, it was clearly written that Wang Qui had been embezzling a lot of the hotel's money into his 

own pocket. It had been begun when he was hired as the branch manager of Fujiwara Sakaki's hotel. 

The financial report that Wang Qui sent to the headquarters had no problem in it. Meaning, he got 

someone helping him on the side. 

"Very good. Very good." Fujiwara Sakaki gritted his teeth. 

He continued to read again. This time, it was about his hotel itself. He could not believe what he had 

read just now. Wang Qui offered sex services to powerful people. Sex service. 

It was a business that Fujiwara Sakaki really hated. He came from a broken family. His father was 

cheating on his mother with some prostitutes and it led to a divorce. 

Even though he did not lack any money while growing up, he believed that the sex industry should not 

exist in this world. 

However, Wang Qui offered sex services using his own hotel as a port. He could not let this continue. He 

was even angry about this information compared to Wang Qui embezzling the money. 



.... 

Wang Qui was having fun with a young woman. His plan to acquire Saisei Ryokan would be successful. 

He just needed some time to complete the plan.  With that, Fujiwara Sakaki would trust him even more. 

Then, he got a call. He decided to ignore it. However, it had been ringing several times making the 

woman beneath him displeased. 

"You should answer the call first." The woman said. 

Wang Qui gritted his teeth. He wondered who the hell dared to disturb his good time. He looked at the 

caller ID. It was his secretary. He answered the call. 

"What do you want right now? You better have a good reason for calling me at this hour." Wang Qui 

said. 

Mr. Wang, Mr. Fujiwara had been calling you multiple times. You need to call him back as soon as 

possible." The secretary sounded so urgent. 

"What happened?" Wang Qui asked back. 

"I don't know what happened. He did not say anything. But from his tone, I think he is angry." The 

secretary explained. 

"Okay. I will call him right now." Wang Qui said. 

Wang Qui immediately grabbed his other phone and called Fujiwara Sakaki. The call quickly connected. 

"Hello Fujiwara-sama. I heard from my secretary that you are looking for me. What is it?" Wang Qui said 

politely. 

"I have something to discuss with you in private. You need to fly to Japan as soon as possible." Fujiwara 

Sakaki said. 

Fujiwara Sakaki wanted to deal with Wang Qui personally. That was why he told Wang Qui to come to 

his place. 

"Fujiwara-sama, it is still midnight at my place. Can you wait for a while?" Wang Qui said. 

Wang Qui did not want to leave at this midnight. It was no guarantee that there was an available flight. 

"Sure." Fujiwara Sakaki agreed. 

He did not care much. Once Wang Qui was here, he would deal with Wang Qui. 

"Okay, Fujiwara-sama." Wang Qui smiled. 

Fujiwara Sakaki ended the call. Wang Qui sighed in relief. When the secretary told him that Fujiwara 

Sakaki was angry, he thought he would be scolded but Fujiwara Sakaki did not say anything other than 

ask him to go to his place. 

He did not think much about that. He wanted to continue his play with the woman before. 

"Dear, come here." Wang Qui licked his tongue while calling for the woman again. 



Wang Qui did not know that Yu Qi already sent the evidence of his tax evasion to the authorities. Wang 

Qui could not escape the punishment. 

Yu Qi smiled as she thought about it. 

"Master, I already meet with Shiro. He did not believe me when I told him that I am AI." Neko-chan 

came back. 

"Really? How did you phrase that?" Yu Qi wanted to know. 

"Well, I politely message him telling him that I am Neko-chan. We talked for a while until he told me to 

send a picture of mine. I did send a picture of myself. He told me that I was lying. So, I explained to him 

that I was an AI that you created." Neko-chan was pouting. 

At the same time, Han Baise sent her a message. 

Shiro: Is that really the truth? Is Neko-chan really an AI that you created? 

Q: Yes. I did. 

Shiro: Oh, my... I am so embarrassed. 

Q: Why? 

Shiro: I thought I already meet my soulmate. 

Q: Well, I am sorry about that. That's why I told you not to be so disappointed. 

Shiro: Never mind about that. Miss, you are amazing to create such an AI. 

Q: Thank you. 

Shiro: What are you planning to do with her? 

Q: I created her to protect my information. You know how easily a hacker gets everything from the 

internet nowadays. 

Shiro: I see. 

Q: You need a cute colleague to work together. 

Shiro:... 

Neko-chan: Let's work together, Shiro. 

Shiro: 

Han Baise did not reply anymore. He thought he finally found his soulmate. Turned out she was only an 

AI. His boss was very terrifying to create such a powerful AI like this. If others knew about this, he 

wondered what would be their reaction. But he already made a pact that he would not betray his boss. 
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Wang Qui went to the airport in the morning to take a flight. He was about to go to the first-class lounge 

when his phone rang. He looked at the screen and saw his secretary's phone number. He answered the 

call. 

'I am going to Japan for a few days.' That was what Wang Qui wanted to say to his secretary but the 

secretary responded first. 

"Mr. Wang, something terrible happens at the office. The police come and confiscate everything in the 

office." The secretary sounded very panicky at this moment. 

"What? What happens? Tell me clearly." Wang Qui uttered. 

"The police came with a warrant stating everything in the office needed to be confiscated under tax 

evasion's crime." The secretary explained. 

"WHAT THE HELL!" Wang Qui could not hold back his feeling and ended up shouting loudly in the middle 

of the airport. 

Everyone immediately looked at him. Wang Qui felt embarrassed and he walked away to the corner. He 

wanted to know more about the situation. 

"Are you sure about the warrant? Is it a fake warrant or something like that?" At this moment, Wang Qui 

still wanted to think positively. 

"The document looks legit. The officer told us that we can check it with the police station nearby." The 

secretary explained. 

"What more?" Wang Qui said. 

"And they are looking for you, Mr. Wang." The secretary stated. 

"Huh? Me?" Wang Qui felt the cold on his back. 

"Yes, they ask your whereabouts..." 

The secretary did not complete her sentence, Wang Qui beat her up first. 

"You don't tell them where I am, right? 

"Well, I did tell them about you. Telling that you might be at the airport since you need to go to Japan." 

The Secretary said. 

"IDIOT! WHY DID YOU NEED TO TELL THEM THAT!" Wang Qui felt extreme anger toward his stupid 

secretary. 

"I am sorry." The secretary apologized immediately. 

"Humph! I am really wondering why I hired you." Wang Qui sneered. Then he asked another question. 

"When did this happen?" 

"Three hours ago, I guess." The Secretary answered. 

"Why didn't you tell me right now the moment the police came over?" Wang Qui shouted angrily again. 



Everyone looked at him again. The airport personnel even came to him asking whether he had problems 

and they were willing to help him. 

Wang Qui just put on a smile on his face and apologized to the airport personnel. 

"I am just getting my phone back. And thinking that you need to know about this too." The Secretary 

told him the reason why she just made the call to him right now. 

"Is there anything else you don't tell me?" Wang Qui asked again. 

"No more." The Secretary stated. 

"Humph, you better." Wang Qui scolded the secretary again. 

The call ended. Wang Qui looked at the time. The flight would depart at 13:00. He had still one hour. But 

anything could happen within this hour. 

Wang Qui walked back and forth. He told himself that he needed to calm down but his body could not 

relax at all. 

"I need to escape. It will be dangerous to stay here anymore." Wang Qui made the decision. 

He picked up the bag that he put on the ground. He rushed to the exit. Before he managed to exit, he 

was stopped by someone. He did not realize that the police were already there. 

"Mr. Wang Qui, I assume?" The completed uniform policeman asked Wang Qui. 

"What?" Wang Qui was surprised that the police were already there. 

Without thinking straight, Wang Qui ran away from the police. 

"Chase him." The leader of the policemen shouted. Then he also shouted at Wang Qui. "Mr. Wang, don't 

make things difficult for us." 

Wang Qui ignored the police's warning and kept running away. He managed to get out but his hope to 

be free was automatically destroyed when he saw three policemen around his car. 

The police arrested Wang Qui. Everyone took pictures and videos about the incident. The onlookers 

thought they were filming a movie. 

Someone even posted online telling about the situation. The chase and run between Wang Qui and the 

police. Wang Qui immediately was brought to the police station for further investigation. 

Neko-chan notified Yu Qi about the video in which Wang Qui getting arrested at the airport. Yu Qi 

watched the video. Yu Qi smirked. 

Wang Qui was not a smart person though. At a time like that, he should not be running away. When you 

were running away, it gave a clear perspective that you might know what you did wrong. 

Yu Qi just sent the evidence of tax evasion only. She knew that everything would be investigated 

thoroughly. So, she was sure if the police made a good job, they would find out about the other crimes 

that he committed. 



Yes, Yu Qi was talking about the sex service. It was another serious crime. Wang Qui was screwed up. 

Yu Qi felt she did not need to pay more attention to Wang Qui anymore. Saisei Ryokan was safe for now. 

Unless Fujiwara Sakaki wanted to extend his hand on her business again. 

However, she was sure that Fujiwara Sakaki did not have any time to deal with her because he might be 

busy with Wang Qui's case. After all, Wang Qui was his subordinate. Not to mention the embezzlement 

of money that was done by Wang Qui. 

Yu Qi felt relieved. 
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Wang Qui's arrest news reached Bai Xia Feng's ears. He could not believe that. How did Wang Qui 

suddenly got caught? He really wondered about that. 

So, he sent someone to ask about the matter. Turned out someone reported Wang Qui to the 

authorities about his tax evasion. They had solid evidence about tax evasion. 

Bai Xia Feng thought Wang Qui was crazy to avoid paying the tax. He did not care much about that. 

Since Wang Qui got caught, Fujiwara Group would be sending someone to take care of their hotel here. 

He would get along with the person then. 

He was more interested in the one who got the evidence about Wang Qui. It seemed that the person 

was very talented making him want to recruit him to his side. However, the authorities did not want to 

reveal the person. 

So, Saisei Ryokan's acquisition stopped again. Bai Xia Feng felt that girl's luck was really good. Or she was 

the one behind Wang Qui's arrest. He did not know about that. 

.... 

Yu Qi entered Old Man Wong's ward to see Wong Mubai around. 

"Doctor Yu Qi." Wong Mubai greeted Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi also bowed down. 

"My father has something to do." Wong Mubai explained. 

"Is it about the intruder that had been caught recently?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Oh." Yu Qi did not want to probe into much detail. 

"The intruder was indeed related to the person who poisoned my Grandfather." Wong Mubai stated. 

"Good. You have clues now." Yu Qi was happy with their finding. 

Having a family member being poisoned like that really hurt. They would do anything to find the culprit. 

"I think you would believe me if I tell you that my father's wife is the culprit." Wong Mubai smirked. 

"She did?" Yu Qi asked. 



"I heard from my father that you asked some questions to his wife." Wong Mubai said. 

"Yes. I did ask her some questions." Yu Qi nodded. 

"The questions were a little bit suspicious. "Wong Mubai smiled. 

"Yeah. I guess it was." Yu Qi admitted. 

"The questions did help us." Wong Mubai stated. 

"Oh, really? You mean?" Yu Qi narrowed her eyes. 

"Yes. It was her who poisoned my grandfather." Wong Mubai sneered. 

"So, your father is not here because he handles the matter over there." Yu Qi assumed. 

"That's right." Wong Mubai nodded. 

"Good for your father. By the way, can you get your father to ask Cui Ying about the poison? I would like 

to know where she get the poison from." Yu Qi asked for a favor. 

"I will tell my father about that." Wong Mubai nodded. 

"Thank you." Yu Qi nodded. 

She really wanted to know about that. That kind of poison should not exist outside the cultivation world. 

Yu Qi began the treatment on Old Man Wong's body. Old Man Wong's body was still weak due to the 

last incident. However, Yu Qi could tell that the poison in Old Wong's body decreased. 

... 

Wang Qui had been interrogated by the police officer about his crime. They already have solid evidence 

about tax evasion. When they investigated Wang Qui more, they discovered another crime which was 

sex service. 

Wang Qui did not admit to doing something like this to the police officer. He knew if he admitted to it, 

his life would be over. 

However, it would not stop the police officers who wanted to prove Wang Qui's guilt. Upon 

investigation, the police officers found victims in the crime which were the women that Wang Qui 

offered to the powerful people. 

One of the victims, a 23 years old woman, stepped forward, informing the police officer about herself. 

She wanted Wang Qui to pay for his crime. 

She was a housekeeping staff at the hotel where Wang Qui was in charge. She worked diligently until 

Wang Qui saw her when she was walking passing him. Wang Qui asked for her name. 

She thought Wang Qui just casually asked for her information. She told him her name. She did not think 

much about that. 

However, everything changed when her supervisor told her that Wang Qui wanted to meet her. She did 

not expect anything. So, she went to Wang Qui's office. Wang Qui raped her in the office. 



Wang Qui even threatened her to stay quiet and listened to his order. Otherwise, he would leak the 

video that she had been raped in the office. She did not want other people to know about that, 

especially her parents who worked so hard to send her daughter to the city. 

After that, her life as a prostitute began. Wang Qui began to offer her to various men. She did try to run 

away. But Wang Qui found out about that and had his people dragging her back. 

As a punishment, he had her locked up in a room, only with a meal per day. But she needed to do her 

work as a prostitute. 

When she heard about Wang Qui's arrest, she was very happy. At first, she thought, Wang Qui got 

arrested because of this crime but turned out it was tax evasion. She was a little bit disappointed. But 

she was glad that the police discovered another crime of his. 

She was willing to be a witness in order to push Wang Qui to jail. She even incited other women who 

were also victims like her to do the same. She did not care about the embarrassment anymore as long as 

a bastard like Wang Qui could go to jail. 
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After getting the young woman's heartful confession, the police officer made a full investigation on the 

hotel employees. The poor woman who confessed earlier gave names and the police made use of that. 

So, a lot of people had been caught. Especially the people who were directly guarding the poor women. 

As for Fujiwara Sakaki, he was a bit flustered about the whole thing. His subordinate ended up being 

arrested by the authorities. 

It seemed the one who sent the email to him reported Wang Qui to the authorities. The person wanted 

to ruin Wang Qui and his hotel too. The hotel at Binhai Nation now had to be closed for a while due to 

the arrest. 

The worse was the sex services being offered at the hotel were exposed and the hotel now lost its good 

reputation. That was what Fujiwara Sakaki did not want to happen. 

He needed to make a statement regarding this matter. He asked the public relation department to 

handle the case as he wanted. 

Then, the website of the hotel stated that they had no idea about the sex service that happened inside 

the hotel. They sincerely apologized for the matter. They also hope something like this would not occur 

in the future. 

This statement showed that the hotel pushed all the blame on Wang Qui and they did not have anything 

to do with that. 

Even though Wang Qui helped Fujiwara Sakaki before, Wang Qui was not as important as his business. 

Of course, he needed to protect what is important to him. 

Not to mention, Wang Qui also embezzled money from the hotel. That also cut off any good feelings 

that he had toward Wang Qui before. 



He also wanted to pursue the matter the court. He would sue Wang Qui for embezzling the money. 

The public who read and followed the news had many thoughts about the matter. Some of them 

commented on the topic. 

The passerby: 'I don't think the company itself did not know what Wang Bastard was doing. They just 

want to keep quiet.' 

Moneyscum: 'What a pity for the girls. They must be young.' 

QueenBee: 'Hey, these girls probably want to work like that. It is easy money.' 

Hellmouth: 'The commenter above, it seems you know a lot about the work. I assume you're already 

working in the same industry.' 

QueenBee: 'Watch your mouth.' 

HelloKitty: The hotel did have a good service but I didn't know that hotel has something like that.' 

MotherKey: I will never stay at that hotel again.' 

A lot of people stated that they did not want to stay at a hotel like that anymore. The hotel's reputation 

was going down to hell. 

Yu Qi also read and followed the case. She laughed when reading the news. As for Saisei Ryokan, the 

employees returned to work as usual. 

They also began to receive the guest again. The website was working excellently. Han Baise had been 

supervising the website. 

Those people who hacked the website before disappeared after getting abused by Neko-chan. They got 

a lot of abuses from Neko-chan. They had suffered a lot. 

They even paid Neko-chan for her to stop harassing them. Neko-chan wanted to continue but Yu Qi told 

her to stop.  Saisei Ryokan was out of the crisis for now. 

... 

Long Hui walked to General Zhu Guang He's office. He just returned from the mission that he had at 

Zinos Country. 

While he was working, he saw Zhu Shanggun walking toward him. Zhu Shanggun was smiling when she 

saw Long Hui. 

"Colonel Long, it has been a while." Zhu Shanggun saluted Long Hui. 

Long Hui returned the salute but he did not say anything else. He continued to walk. 

"Colonel Long, where are you going?" Zhu Shanggun wanted to talk more to Long Hui. 

Zhu Shanggun deliberately walked closer to Long Hui. Long Hui frowned and kept his distance from Zhu 

Shanggun. 

"Please keep your distance from me." Long Hui stated. 



"Why? You are afraid that your fiance will know about this?" Zhu Shanggun asked. 

"No. But I don't like any woman to be close to me. Your perfume is bad for my nose. You should not 

wear perfume. You are a soldier." Long Hui commented. 

Zhu Shanggun was embarrassed when Long Hui mentioned about the perfume. She was wearing 

perfume but not all the time. Only when he saw Long Hui, then she took out the perfume and wore it. 

"You keep your distance from other women, is that worth it?" Zhu Shanggun asked. 

"Of course, it is worth it." Long Hui nodded. 

Thinking about his beloved Qi Qi, Long Hui automatically smiled. 

Zhu Shanggun who saw the smile felt very bad. Long Hui must be thinking of that woman. 

"Long Hui, you can look at another woman. You might find someone better." Zhu Shanggun already 

forgot about the title. She just wanted to talk sense to Long Hui. 

Long Hui stopped walking and turned to Zhu Shanggun. Zhu Shanggun gulped. 

"Another woman? Who? You?" Long Hui asked. 

"Ye... yes... I think I am better than her." Zhu Shanggun tried to be brave. 

"Tell me, why do you think you are better than her?" Long Hui narrowed his eyes. 

"I am also a soldier like you. So, I understand your work very well. I am also a granddaughter of the 

general. I have my own family. Unlike her. She's just been adopted into Tang Family. Who knows about 

her biological family? Maybe they are criminals." Zhu Shanggun stated her best point of her. 
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The look in Long Hui's eyes changed. Zhu Shanggun saw it and stepped back. 

"I don't know what her family is. She is my fiancee. And nothing will change that. Even if I didn't have 

her, it would not be your place anyway. So, stop bothering me. One more word about my Qi Qi, you 

should not blame me then." Long Hui stated clearly. 

He walked away. He went to report to Zhu Guang He. After Long Hui finished reporting, he got out and 

still saw Zhu Shanggun who stayed out of the office. 

Zhu Shanggun wanted to say something but Long Hui ignored her and disappeared very quickly. 

He finally got back. He could not wait to see his beloved Qi Qi right. She must be missing him too. He did 

not wait anymore, started his car, and drove through to FINN City. 

It was a perfect time. Yu Qi must have finished her work for today. She was probably at the research 

center. However, when he went there, the security team told Long Hui that she did not come today. 

Thinking about it, his beloved Qi Qi must be at the hospital. He waited until he saw Yu Qi walk out of the 

hospital while talking to others. 



Long Hui got out of the car. Yu Qi's colleagues stopped and were surprised to see Yu Qi rush over like 

that. 

However, when they saw Yu Qi hugging someone at the end, they knew that person must be her 

fiancee, Long Hui. 

"Brother Hui." Yu Qi hugged Long Hui and smelled him. 

Long Hui chuckled when seeing his beloved Qi Qi like this, smelling his body. 

"Does my body smell good?" Long Hui asked. 

"Hmm... I like it so much." Yu Qi nodded while still in Long Hui's arms. 

"Qi Qi, you should let me go now...." Long Hui felt his body temperature keep rising. 

Sensing the danger in Long Hui's voice, Yu Qi let Long Hui go. She gulped. She knew if she kept doing 

that, Long Hui might take her here. 

Long Hui pulled Yu Qi and gave a peck on Yu Qi's lips. "This should be enough for now. I will wait for the 

main course tonight." 

"You just returned?" Yu Qi asked about his work. 

"Hmm... I have just returned." Long Hui nodded. "How about you? Usually, at a time like this, you should 

be at your research center." 

pAn,Da n<0,>v,e1 "Yes, I have a scheduled surgery today. It was quite a difficult surgery. I was very 

relieved when the surgery was over and succeeded. 

"I see. Let's go. We are going to have dinner outside." Long Hui suggested. 

"Yeah. Then, let's drink too." Yu Qi suggested. 

"Okay..." Long Hui nodded while grinning. 

They arrived at the restaurant. They had the meal. Long Hui wanted to order some wine but Yu Qi 

refused. 

Long Hui was feeling confused. Yu Qi told him that she wanted to drink tonight. That was why he wanted 

to order some. 

"No, we are going to Black Rose Club House later. They have a lot of choices over there." Yu Qi grinned. 

She already arranged that. 

"Sure... Sure..." Long Hui only agreed to her. 

As per agreed, they went to the house club. Long Hui used VVIP pass to park the car at the more safe 

place. Seeing this pass, the security bowed deeply while letting them pass over. 

The manager was informed by the security guard and rushed to welcome the VVIP. Only five of the pass 

had been issued. One of them was the owner. The other four had been given to the owner's best 

friends. 



"Welcome, sir...  And lady..." The manager greeted  Long Hui and Yu Qi. 

Of course, he knew the couple. Long Hui and Yu Qi. Two names who were very famous nowadays. 

"I want a private room." Long Hui stated. 

There was no way that he would drink outside tonight. He had Yu Qi beside him. He would not let 

anyone see the drunk Yu Qi. It was only his privilege. 

"Sure... Sure... Let's drink." Yu Qi said. 

The manager showed the room and got the order from Yu Qi. He became the waiter for the couple. 

Yu Qi was excited to see the drink placed in front of her eyes. 

"You can drink now. But drink slowly. Drinking so fast will make you drunk faster." Long Hui poured the 

drink for Yu Qi. 

"Okay... I understand." Yu Qi nodded. 

She took the glass and drank it. Long Hui chose the low-alcohol drink for a starter. He also did not want 

Yu Qi to be drunk so fast. 

"It is delicious." Yu Qi stated happily. 

"Hmm... Indeed." Long Hui agreed. 

"Oh, we will need to be going to Fanghai Nation later about the miracle space. Brother Shu Xian told me 

yesterday." Yu Qi told Long Hui. 

"I see. I will apply for the day off later." Long Hui stated. 

"Hui..." Yu Qi licked her tongue while calling Long Hui's name. 

"Hmm?" Long Hui looked at Yu Qi. 

"My man is always handsome." Yu Qi expressed. 

Long Hui did not reply. Yu Qi began to be drunk. 

"I miss you so much..." Yu Qi pouted. "I am afraid that you never come back." 

"I am here. I came back safely." Long Hui rubbed his beloved Qi Qi's face. 

Feeling the rub, she leaned over like a cat while smiling. "Hmmm... I am so happy." 

 


